
VENUE FOR MEETINGS & EVENTS
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De Laape is a former farm in Warten, close to the city of Leeuwarden. It was once a dairy 
farm, which later shifted focus to sheep and chickens. The two greenhouses are placed in the 
foundation of the old chicken sheds. Both buildings are divided in a meeting room and a part 
for sleeping. 

The buildings were refurbished in 2019. They make maximum use of sustainable facilities 
and meet the highest sustainability criteria. For example, the buildings are heated with heat 
pumps and all cooking is electric. A thick layer of vegetation keeps the bedrooms warm in 
winter and cool in summer. Energy is generated with solar panels and rainwater is used to 
flush the toilets. 

The farmhouse is refurbished in the period of 2020-2022. The former farm with stables has 
been converted into a multifunctional space. The characteristic shape of de golle (attached 
stable-barn) is still clearly visible. A number of houses have been placed in the space. These 
houses divide the large barn into several more usable spaces. In addition, the green roof on 
one of the houses makes the space an ecological whole.
It's almost impossible to forget that this structure used to be a barn. For example, the original 
barn windows have been preserved, there is a green concrete floor and concrete, steel and 
different types of wood for the structure.

welcome to the laape

WELCOME TO DE LAAPE

De Laape
Midsbuorren 42
9003 LB WARTEN

+31 58 785 3103
+31 6 219 239 98
info@delaape.nl
www.delaape.nl

De Laape is a former farm in Warten, close to the city of Leeuwarden. It was once a dairy 
farm, which later shifted focus to sheep and chicken. The greenhouses and guest rooms are 
built upon the foundation of the former chicken sheds. 

In 2019, the buildings were completely renovated with maximum focus on sustainability, 
making use of ecological building materials, circular products and sustainable methods 
of construction. The spaces are well insulated and heated with heat pumps. The Sedum 
green roofs (thick layer of vegetation) keep the guest rooms warm in the winter and cool 
in the summer. Additionally, all electricity is generated by solar panels, food is prepared by 
induction cooking and the toilets are flushed with rainwater.

From 2020 to 2022, the farmhouse was completely renovated and converted into a 
multifunctional space. The characteristic shape of ‘de Golle’ (the attached barn) has been 
preserved. Several areas have been created within the large house barn, dividing it into 
multiple functional and beautiful spaces. The internal green roof on top of the wooden 
structure is a true eye catcher and makes the space an ecological whole. The authentic 
character of the barn is maintained using the original windows and the characteristic wooden 
structure and amplified by the green concrete flooring.
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Green meetings 
During the development of De Laape, the aim was to create a future-proof and green 
company retreat. Research has shown that meetings in nature lead to better decisions, 
improve mood, reduce stress and boost creativity. 

Training courses 
De Laape is an excellent location for training courses and meetings aimed at sharing 
knowledge and experience. It is an executive retreat and an ideal place for reflection in  
the middle of nature. This change of scenery provides space for new insights. 

De Laape team offers tailor-made programs in consultation with our clients as well as  
the possibility to rent the venue for special events. 

Interactive programme 
Our sister company, DOB-Academy, can provide tailor-made and interactive programmes 
to complement your event. From an introductory lecture on developments in the field  
of renewable energy to interactive and educational serious games. For example, 
DOB-Academy’s famous “Rotor Case” is known to be a good icebreaker at the start of an 
event or a pleasant break during a training day. Additionally, to experience the Frisian nature, 
culture and culinary heritage, De Laape team can also arrange special activities at or outside 
of our venue upon request. 

Multi-day events 
With 18 single bedrooms, De Laape is ideal for multi-day sessions. Guests can make use of 
the meeting rooms and an entire hectare of outdoor area. Walking trails, waterfront decks, 
an orchard as well as a frog pond and a fire pit provide space for inspiration, contemplation 
and interaction.

Working outside 
Spending time outdoors has great health benefits, it can improve your well-being and reduce 
stress levels. At De Laape, different work spots have been created to work outside promoting 
this change of environment. 

Let your ideas bloom at De Laape!

SERVICES
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TINY-HOUSE GUEST ROOMS
 

De Laape has 18 single guest rooms, each with a private shower and toilet. A lovely and  
comfortable place to retreat for a while, your own tiny-house. The well-insulated rooms  
prevent noise disturbances. The toiletries in the bathroom are luxurious and selected on 
minimal ecological impact. The guest rooms are available in a single bed and modern  
box-bed variant. All rooms lead directly to the wonderful Frisian outdoors. 

EVENT SPACES

The event spaces and rooms of De Laape can be booked per half day including snacks,  
lunch and or dinner. Specific requests or wishes can be discussed with our team. All basic 
materials for meetings are available: flipchart, markers, sticky notes and screens.

GREENHOUSES

Greenhouse East: 10 x 10m, max 30 guests 
Greenhouse East is the largest greenhouse on the property. This space can host  
approximately 20-30 persons and is perfect for a brainstorm, regular meeting or inspiration 
session, while enjoying the beautiful view of the farm, the yard and orchard. The large  
fireplace in this greenhouse provides a pleasant ambience and warmth during the winter  
or cold evenings.

Greenhouse West: 6 x 10m, max 20 guests 
Greenhouse West is the smallest greenhouse on De Laape. This space can host  
approximately 20 persons. It provides a beautiful view of the water and fields. From the 
greenhouse, guests can walk to the river through the deck and follow the small path  
along the riverside. 

ACCOMMODATION
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farm, which later shifted focus to sheep and chickens. The two greenhouses are placed in the 
foundation of the old chicken sheds. Both buildings are divided in a meeting room and a part 
for sleeping. 

The buildings were refurbished in 2019. They make maximum use of sustainable facilities 
and meet the highest sustainability criteria. For example, the buildings are heated with heat 
pumps and all cooking is electric. A thick layer of vegetation keeps the bedrooms warm in 
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De Laape is a former farm in Warten, close to the city of Leeuwarden. It was once a dairy 
farm, which later shifted focus to sheep and chickens. The two greenhouses are placed in the 
foundation of the old chicken sheds. Both buildings are divided in a meeting room and a part 
for sleeping. 

The buildings were refurbished in 2019. They make maximum use of sustainable facilities 
and meet the highest sustainability criteria. For example, the buildings are heated with heat 
pumps and all cooking is electric. A thick layer of vegetation keeps the bedrooms warm in 
winter and cool in summer. Energy is generated with solar panels and rainwater is used to 
flush the toilets. 
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THE FARM

The farm: max 100 guests
The farm or ‘de Golle’ is a spacious venue which can host approximately 100 guests.  
It includes several secluded areas where it is possible to work in small groups. For example, 
underneath the large roof of the former hayloft, in the magnificent skybox or on top of  
the former hayloft. The farm is the perfect space for large groups and groups that require 
space and separate rooms.

OUTDOOR AREA

On an entire hectare of outdoor area, all arrangements have been made to encourage inter-
action with co-workers and nature. Along the parking area a large field for activities has been 
created. When the weather is good, the large fire pit can be lit to relax after an exciting day. 
A small trail around De Laape leads along the river offering a fantastic view of the Frisian 
landscape and sunset. The river deck is the perfect spot to enjoy company, food, a drink, or 
go for a swim. 

On the fields of De Laape the perfect circumstances have been created to breed and feed 
bees, insects, amphibians, bats and birds to support a blooming fauna and flora. The orchard 
has a great variety of fruit trees such as, cherry, apple and pear trees.  
The surrounding land and the vegetable garden provide fresh ingriedients for De Laape's 
signatures dishes and snacks.
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ACCESSIBILITY

De Laape is located at Midsbuorren 42 in Warten, a 7 minute drive from the N31 and  
a 10 minute drive from the A32. 

Bus number 22 departs from Leeuwarden once per hour arriving at the Warten,  
Scheepswerf Bijlsma bus stop. From this bus stop, it is a 9 minute walk to De Laape.

Parking
The parking at De Laape can host 40 cars and has 3 electric vehicle charging stations.
Extra parking can be arranged near the premises when required.
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